U. S. WARSHIPS RESCUE 500 AMERICANS

Sweetheart Lures Boy Bandits to Police Net

BLOW MENLO SAFE; GET $2,000

2 CONFESS CRIMES TO BUY GIRL GITS

THROWN OUT OF WINDOW, IS DYING

BAY BRIDGE YEGGS FLEE NOW IN SENATE

IN SEARCH OF PENINA ROBBERS

FOREIGN RESIDENTS OF TAMPAO SAVED BY YANKEE FLEET

BATTLESHIP RHODE ISLAND, now in Tampa, on board which score of refugees are seeking safety from the shell riddled town. Rear Admiral Ritchie (upper right) is in command of the American forces. By his side is Admiral Sir Christopher Cradock, in command of the British Fleet.

WASHINGTON, Dec. 13.—Rear Admiral Ritchie cabled from Tampa yesterday that five hundred, that some men preferred to remain. He also stated that the situation was "getting worse," and that swimming continued, with the Mexican guards Bravo shouting the position of the Constitutionals.

The arrival of the northern department to make public announcements that all foreigners were safe and that it was impossible to end personal escapes to all who have remained on the ships. The navy department has engaged the 7th New York Maru Cuir, which will arrive of Tampa early tomorrow, to receive such refugees, as will report to the department."